December 17, 2018

Legal Info Hub Posted to Court’s Website

PHOENIX – The Arizona Commission on Access to Justice (ACAJ) was established in 2014 as part of Chief Justice Scott Bales’ Strategic Agenda. Since then, the commission and its workgroups have developed legal resources in different formats for self-represented litigants to improve access to justice.

With increasing content, a new Legal Info Hub was launched on December 3, 2018, on the Arizona Judicial Branch’s website as the central repository for the Arizona Supreme Court’s Legal Info Podcasts, Legal Info Videos, Legal Info Sheets, and Legal Info FAQs. Legal Info Sheets can be printed and used as reference materials. Transcripts of Legal Info Podcasts and Legal Info Videos are provided as an alternative delivery method. Legal Info Videos can be viewed with closed-captioning on AZCourtHelp.org. More content will be added from ACAJ and other committees to the Legal Info Hub webpage:

An equivalent Legal Info Hub for Spanish-speaking self-represented litigants is located at: http://www.azcourts.gov/elcentrodeautoservicio/Centro-de-info-legal, where the Legal Info Videos, Legal Info Sheets, and Legal Info FAQs have been translated into Spanish. Legal Info Podcasts were transcribed and then translated into Spanish.

For more information about Arizona’s judicial branch, visit www.azcourts.gov.
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